Let Us Create Better Reports Faster – For You
In Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations and Dynamics AX 2012

Docentric AX is an end-user friendly reporting solution with a technical edge and permanent customer driven improvements.
If you are a happy customer of Docentric AX but you also need a hand with report customization in your Dynamics 365 for
Finance and Operations and Dynamics AX projects, you can surely count on Docentric’s certified partner offering cost-effective
service excellence, Infinite Solutions.
This MS Dynamics partner, with its highly skilled and reliable MS certified team of project managers, consultants and developers, will help you create professional looking business documents exactly the way you and your own clients expect them to be.
Besides, you can rest assured that Infinite Solutions’ professionals will reduce your costs and risks because they have built their
expertise and best practices working on hundreds of projects just like yours.
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Docentric AX, a tool that end users can use, and benefit from
professional & affordable assistance by Infinite Solutions.

Contact Docentric and Infinite Solutions - we can help.

We are always happy to get your feedback so that we can constantly learn, improve and deliver a better solution to you.
Get in touch with us today.
Docentric http://ax.docentric.com info@docentric.com
Infinite Solutions http://www.infinite.com.mk info@infinite.com.mk

